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Summary of Game!!

The game consists of 7 main levels and 2 bonus levels. Raffo, the main character whom the player controls throughout the game must get through all of these levels successfully without dying. Should the character encounter something that causes him to lose a life, the player must continue the game from the beginning of the level the character died on in order to progress through the game.

The levels include: A forest level in which the player must fight projectile-shooting enemies. A black and white level in which the player must avoid dangerous traps, fight enemies and use the items strewn throughout the level to reach the end. Then there is a dungeon level, where Raffo must puzzle out a maze to find the girl who is to help him find the catnip princess. Next there is a cloud level, in which the player has
Raffo hop from cloud to cloud to reach a spaceship that will eventually take him to his final destination. There is a space level in which the player collects diamonds without colliding with enemies. The player has to collect all of the space diamonds to progress to the next level. Lastly there is the Cat level, a distant planet in which Raffo must battle the forces of evil with a car, to reach the DOOM KITTY and rescue the Catnip princess.

**Backstory!!!**

Raffo, the be-afro-ed half-wolf, half-human hero of the story, must travel across myriad worlds in search of the catnip princess from the Dark Lord only known as the DOOM KITTY! Our hero must battle evil stick figures, rabid deer, kittens, space-men and Blob creatures to reach his goal and rescue the catnip princess before all is lost to the power of DOOM KITTY.

Raffo’s home, the bright forest of Eurania has been changed. Ever since the Catnip princess was stolen from her throne, people have been going insane. The only people to survive this terrible madness that has plagued their land are the deer, but their existence is not a kind one. They have become the mad minions of the Kitty and Raffo must now fight them. Raffo must travel from his broken home, escaping the Rabideer to the twisted and evil world of Black&White, where he must battle the eye-less stick figures, terrible beasts of darkness spawned by the DOOM KITTY. This was once a peaceful world, full of happy colorful houses and people, but the world was twisted and changed, and the inhabitants eyes were stolen from them. They now roam their broken land, searching blindly for their lost sight, and killing anything in their way.
These are just two of the dark and strange worlds our hero must travel across to reach his goal. There are many challenges along the way and nobody knows if this unlikely hero will have the strength to save his world!

**Gameplay:**

To control Raffo:

Up Arrow: Jump  (In space world this controls his rocket, to keep him above the pit)
Moves Raffo up the screen on Top-view levels
Left Arrow: Moves Raffo left
Right Arrow: Moves Raffo right
Down Arrow: Moves Raffo down on Top-view levels
Spacebar: Attacks when Raffo has collected ammo

OBJECT: Get through all the levels without dying to rescue the catnip princess and finish the game.
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Songs

“Sexy Boys” By Air

“Walking Like a Cat” By CRW feat. Veronika

“Tranceballers (Ruthless & Vorwerk Mix)” By Dj Dark-E

“Wilderness Lament” By The Paul Haslem Consort

“Tetris Theme”

“Mundian No Bach Ke (Knight Rider Remix)” By Punjabi MC

“Ev’rybody Wants To Be A Cat” from “The Aristocats” Movie

“The Best Is Yet To Come” By Konami From the Metal Gear Solid Soundtrack

“Waves(Dj Stepho Lala Tune Up)” By DJ Satomi

“Cleaning Up The Cosmos” By DJ Poopslice

“Tunnel Trance” By Aphex Twins / Orbital

“September” By Future Prophecies

“Between Two Worlds” By Soundecor Recording Company

“Blue (Da Ba Dee)[Extended Remix]” By Eifel 65
“Satellite” By BT

“I’m Too Sexy” By Right Said Fred

“Tahoma” By Scott D. Davis

**Storyline!**

Chelséa Collins

T.J. Reid

Katie Seim

**Sprites**

Chelséa Collins

“Raffo”

“Princess Jo-va’anna”

“Princess Jo-va’an”

“Catnip Princess”

“DOOM KITTY”

“Ammo”

“Lightning”

“Various objects”

Animation of End Sprites

T.J. Reid

“Stick monsters”

“Slime”

“Rabideer”

“Black and White World”

“Life Control”

“Astronaut”
“Dead Raffo”
Animation of Various sprites

Katie Seim
“Clouds”
“Various Sprites”
Animation of Sprites
Coloration of Various Sprites

Original Sketches
T.J. Reid
Chelséa Collins

This game was created using Game Maker 6!